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Abstract. The significance of brand co-creation in virtual brand communities has been recognized in academia and practice. The existing literature has investigated the impact of customer participation in virtual brand community on brand performance and its mechanism, but the prospective impact of types of virtual brand community on types of brand commitment is not examined. Based on the survey of 229 members in virtual brand communities of two popular games of Tencent, this research empirically examines how different types of brand co-creation and virtual brand communities influence brand commitment. This research confirms that customers participating in autonomous brand co-creation in the autonomous virtual brand community have a significantly higher degree of brand experience, and those who participate in both sponsored and autonomous virtual brand community have a comparatively lower degree of brand experience. Meanwhile, sub-brand brand commitment plays the role of mediator between brand experience and corporate brand commitment. Theoretical and managerial implications are offered with limitations and future research.

1 Introduction

In the past two decades, Service-Dominant Logic (S-D Logic) has developed rapidly, indicating that value is no longer solely created by the companies, but co-created by customers or other stakeholders [1]. Meanwhile, in view of the emergence of S-D Logic, companies are increasingly recognizing that brands are one of their most valuable assets, so they have invested more resources to build brands. Since the advent of the brand era and S-D Logic, as well as the era of Internet and virtual economy, scholars have discovered that the boundaries of value co-creation are extended and integrated into brand co-creation, which is recognized as a new paradigm of branding [2]. In this digital era, virtual brand communities have gradually become an essential platform for customers and companies to co-create the value [3]. In the communities, customers can participate in brand-sponsored co-creation through hosted activities to create or improve products and promote community development by cooperating with the companies. Meanwhile, customers can participate in autonomous brand co-creation by sharing consumption experiences, product evaluation and knowledge, and interacting with other customers in the brand communities [4]. Regarding these topics, researchers have dived deep into brand co-creation and brand communities. By investigating three case studies of Starbucks, Apple, and Nike, researchers discovered how to implement brand co-creation through their participation platforms, especially online platforms, and explained the organizational practice of brand co-creation in the digital world [5]. Therefore, the theoretical and managerial values of brand co-creation and virtual communities have been recognized by researchers.

Since topics relating to brand co-creation and virtual brand communities have been investigated for more than a decade, the mechanism between brand co-creation and brand performance has been explored to some extent. Most of the researchers believe that customers who participate in brand co-creation will have outstanding experiences, which will further influence brand commitment. Although some researches are focused on the effects of types of brand experiences, most of the researchers still regard these experiences as a whole, which will lead to the absence of details of the mechanism [4]. Meanwhile, some of the researchers differentiate the types of co-creation, including brand- and company-sponsored co-creation and customer-autonomous brand co-creation. These will affect the brand experience and customer commitment, and further affect brand equity [4,5]. However, few researches have differentiated between types of virtual brand communities, which are also an essential variable in the effects of brand co-creation since they will affect customer participation and commitment. Meanwhile, brand commitment is recognized as a holistic concept without differentiation of sub-brand brand commitment and corporate brand commitment, which need to be investigated separately since they will lead to different results. In addition, few previous studies have discussed the topic of brand co-creation in virtual brand communities within the realm of
of brand experience, and scholars have started to recognize as an important tool for players to convey their brand image [4].

Different from the previous concept, this work distinguishes the types of brand co-creation—autonomous brand co-creation and sponsored brand co-creation, and the types of virtual brand communities—autonomous virtual brand community and sponsored virtual brand community, and examines the relationships between their interaction and the brand experience. According to the literature, this work adopts a five-dimension brand experience model that contains sensory, affective, cognitive, behavioral, and relational experiences. At the same time, this work distinguishes the sub-brand brand commitment and the corporate brand commitment, and examines the relationship between them, as well as the relationship between the brand experience. The research questions are the followings. (1) In the sponsored and autonomous virtual brand communities, how do the sponsored and autonomous brand co-creations influence different dimensions of brand experience, and what are their differences? (2) Does brand experience influence sub-brand brand commitment and corporate brand commitment respectively? (3) Does sub-brand brand commitment work as a mediator between the brand experience and corporate brand commitment?

2 Research Status and Hypotheses

2.1 Brand Co-creation and Virtual Brand Community

The Virtual Brand Community is a virtual community where fans of specific brands congregate on the Internet. Many researchers have found that in the virtual brand community, users have more opportunities to interact with brands and other customers [6]. Not only do they work together in the production through their interaction with the company, but they can also create value in the customer domain by interacting with other customers, thus resulting in a typical platform for value co-creation [3]. Researchers have found out that the development of the Internet not only promotes the brand community but also stimulates the process of creating values. Therefore, the Internet offers more opportunities for interaction than offline methods. Payne et al. diagnosed and designed brand relationship experiences in the brand communities. They studied the concept of value co-creation and brand relationship experience in S-D logic and proposed a conceptual model for design and management of customer experience [7]. In the process of co-creation, the most important thing is the expansion of social media, which provides a broader and timely communication platform for brands and customers, thus promoting the development of online communities [8,9]. Virtual brand communities have been proven to be influential in the process of decision making of customers. In particular, sponsored virtual brand community has been recognized as an important platform for companies to convey their brand image [4]. Meanwhile, autonomous virtual brand community has become another important platform for customers to co-create, even attract the brand to enter and interact with customers. This is especially common for the game industry since naturally it has the spirit of autonomy. When games are endowed with attributes of social communication and connection, virtual brand communities become an essential platform for players to interact actively and build emotional and behavioral identification with each other and with the brand or company [10]. Therefore, game virtual brand communities will be suitable for the exploration of research on sponsored and autonomous virtual brand communities.

From the perspective of brand co-creation, brand building is no longer the unilateral impact of companies on consumers, but consumers need to actively participate in the brand building with them. Since the line between producers and customers is blurring, and the development of the brand must be consumer-centric, customers become both the starting point and the endpoint of marketing [11]. The changes in the position of customers determine the change in brand strategy. Different from the previous passive acceptance of products and brands, customers nowadays want to participate in the production and require brands to produce what they want. They dislike the meaning imposed by the company on the brand, and they want to create the meaning of the brand according to their own wishes [9]. The previous studies explored the five-stage process model of brand co-creation [12]. Some researchers focused on conceptual models of relationship experience design and management. They believed that co-creation of brands between companies and customers is actually the process of brand relationship experiences based on interactive learning between the two parties [7]. In recent years, many Chinese scholars have started to investigate the systematic research on the impact of virtual brand community customer participation on brand performance and its mechanism [4,13]. Li, Jin, and Bu classified brand co-creation into sponsored and autonomous brand co-creation, which is adopted by most of the subsequent researchers, indicating that two types of brand co-creation will influence brand equity, loyalty, and commitment, etc. differently [14]. In these two types of brand co-creation, customers are in different positions and have different initiatives, which will lead to different results for brand performance [4].

2.2 Brand Experience

Brand experience is the subjective inner response and behavior performance of customers evoked by a series of stimuli related to the brand including products, brand design, and identification, packaging, communication, and environment [15]. Marketing practice and academia have raised many related concepts from different perspectives, such as customer, consumption, product, and service experiences, in accordance with the different links and
different characteristics of experience in the consumption process [16-18]. Schmitt divides customer experience into five dimensions: sensory, affective, thinking, behavioral, and relational experiences [19]. Ramaswamy discovered that the participation of customers in the process of new product innovation can promote the formation of brand experience [2]. Zhu, Yuan, and Hao also found that brand co-creation will influence the five dimensions of brand experience [4]. The following hypotheses are proposed in this work based on the above research background:

H1: The interaction of participating in sponsored virtual brand communities and sponsored brand co-creation has a positive influence on brand experience.

H1a/b/c/d/e: It has a positive influence on sensory/affective/thinking/behavioral/relational experience.

H2: The interaction of participating in sponsored virtual brand communities and autonomous brand co-creation has a positive influence on brand experience.

H2a/b/c/d/e: It has a positive influence on sensory/affective/thinking/behavioral/relational experience.

H3: The interaction of participating in autonomous virtual brand communities and sponsored brand co-creation has a positive influence on brand experience.

H3a/b/c/d/e: It has a positive influence on sensory/affective/thinking/behavioral/relational experience.

H4: The interaction of participating in autonomous virtual brand communities and autonomous brand co-creation has a positive influence on brand experience.

H4a/b/c/d/e: It has a positive influence on sensory/affective/thinking/behavioral/relational experience.

H5: The interaction of participating in both virtual brand communities and sponsored brand co-creation has a positive influence on brand experience.

H5a/b/c/d/e: It has a positive influence on sensory/affective/thinking/behavioral/relational experience.

H6: The interaction of participating in both virtual brand communities and autonomous brand co-creation has a positive influence on brand experience.

H6a/b/c/d/e: It has a positive influence on sensory/affective/thinking/behavioral/relational experience.

2.3 Brand Commitment

Brand commitment refers to the long-term desire and willingness of customers to establish a stable relationship with the brand [20]. Customers with high brand commitment have strong emotional attachment to the brand. They are willing to improve and maintain contact with the brand, so that they are satisfied. Researchers have explored the impact of community awareness on brand commitment in online brand communities. The researchers found that customers participated because they were interested in the brand or because of a certain relationship. After getting the experience, they have a sense of identity and belonging to the brand [21]. Studies have shown that consumers have a positive correlation between community and brand identity and brand commitment. The stronger the identity of the brand and the stronger the willingness to maintain it, the easier it is to form a brand commitment [22,23]. At the same time, other researchers also discussed the impact of value of online brand communities on brand commitment. The results show that community entertainment value can effectively improve the commitment and loyalty to the brand [24]. As for the impact of the characteristics of online brand community on brand commitment, the studies found that maximizing these characteristics can stimulate customer trust, and then promote the commitment of community members to the brand [25]. Research confirmed that brand experience positively affects brand personality, satisfaction, and loyalty [26]. Li, Jin, and Bu found that customer participation in virtual brand community influences the value co-creation and brand equity through the mediating role of brand experience [9]. Zhu, Deng, and Hao have confirmed that brand experience works as a mediator in the relationship between brand co-creation and brand commitment [4]. Meanwhile, the corporate brand and sub-brand should be individually discussed since researchers have proven that they would influence each other, and they would be influenced by other variables separately [27]. The following hypotheses are proposed in this work based on the above research background:

H7: Brand experience has a positive influence on corporate brand commitment.

H8: Brand experience has a positive influence on sub-brand brand commitment.

H9: Sub-brand brand commitment works as a mediator between the brand experience and corporate brand commitment.

Based on the above analyses, the conceptual model of this study is proposed as shown in Figure 1:

3 Methodology

This research is designed to reveal how different types of virtual communities and brand co-creation affect consumers' brand commitment through exploratory investigation. This study takes two typical games of the same type (Multiplayer Online Battle Arena) of Tencent as examples, Honor of Kings (mobile games) and League of Legends (PC games), in attempts to capture the players' opinions on how they establish the brand commitment to Tencent.

Although these measurement items are extracted from the previous authentic literature, this study conducted a preliminary study on 40 players of the two games to test the reliability and effectiveness of the measurement items. There are two main reasons for the researchers to modify
and delete some items: 1) English translation items easy mislead Chinese respondents; 2) the reliability and validity of the items are not strong. EFA results retained a total of 10 factors with 33 measurement items.

### 3.1 Data Collection

This revised questionnaire was distributed online among more members who attended virtual communities of these two games (Honor of Kings and League of Legends), and then 229 responses were collected. Since the questionnaire requires respondents to complete all surveys, the collected results are all valid without missing values. The research sample demographics are shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Demographic Profile</th>
<th>Number of Respondents</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>136</td>
<td>59.39%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>40.61%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0-17</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>5.68%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18-25</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>60.26%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26-30</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>23.58%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30+</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>10.48%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary School</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3.91%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle School</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3.91%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professional School</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>8.70%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Undergraduate</td>
<td>127</td>
<td>55.22%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postgraduate</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>28.26%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It can be seen from the table that more males participate in virtual community discussions and brand co-creation. About eight of the total ten respondents hold undergraduate and postgraduate education degree, which is consistent with the results of the participants mainly concentrated in the age group 18-30. However, most of respondents have participated in the virtual community and brand co-creation for less than 1 year.

### 3.2 Exploratory Factor Analysis

Using principal component analysis as extraction method and varimax rotation as rotation method, 33 measurement items were analyzed with exploratory factor analysis (EFA). The breaks-in-Eigen criterion (> 1) was used to determine the number of factors to retain.

As these measurement items are borrowed from existing literature, their validity is good. The factor loadings of 33 measurement items are all around 0.85, much greater than 0.5. Besides, SPSS is used to detect the Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO) of the questionnaire and the Bartlett’s test is used to examine the fitness of the factor analysis of the questionnaire. Kaiser argued that the KMO value ranged from 0-1. If the KMO value of the questionnaire is greater than 0.70 and the P-value is less than 0.05, the factor analysis is appropriate. The three elements’ KMOs are all greater than 0.85. Their Bartlett Sphericity tests are all significant at the level of 0.000 [28]. In this case, all measurement items are fit in factor analysis.

### 3.3 Reliability and Validity Assessment

“Construct validity refers to the degree of rationality of theoretical structure from the operational inference in the research to the basis of these operability” [29]. Confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) is an effective method to solve the problem of construct validity. Compared with Campbell and Fiske’s criteria, CFA can reduce assumptions and provide more diagnostic information about reliability and validity [30]. CFA is conducted here to measure composite reliability, convergent validity and discriminant validity.

Reliability refers to the stability and consistency of the results measured by tests or measuring tools. Cronbach’s coefficients were calculated to evaluate the internal reliability of the measurement methods used in this study, ranging from 0 to 1. It is generally considered that the value of coefficient should be greater than 0.70 [31]. In addition, all variables and scaled items shall show an overr identified model, meet the CFA requirements, and be loaded on each structure over 0.5. At this point, the cutoff value is set to 0.50 [32].

#### 3.3.1 Co-Creation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variablename</th>
<th>Items</th>
<th>Loadings</th>
<th>Co-creation CFA Results</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>AVE</th>
<th>CR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AVC1</td>
<td>0.805</td>
<td>24.490</td>
<td>0.842</td>
<td>0.0475</td>
<td>0.949</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AVC2</td>
<td>0.905</td>
<td>24.490</td>
<td>0.842</td>
<td>0.0475</td>
<td>0.949</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVC1</td>
<td>0.951</td>
<td>24.490</td>
<td>0.842</td>
<td>0.0475</td>
<td>0.949</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVC2</td>
<td>0.951</td>
<td>24.490</td>
<td>0.842</td>
<td>0.0475</td>
<td>0.949</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVC3</td>
<td>0.951</td>
<td>24.490</td>
<td>0.842</td>
<td>0.0475</td>
<td>0.949</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABC4</td>
<td>0.924</td>
<td>24.490</td>
<td>0.842</td>
<td>0.0475</td>
<td>0.949</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABC3</td>
<td>0.924</td>
<td>24.490</td>
<td>0.842</td>
<td>0.0475</td>
<td>0.949</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABC2</td>
<td>0.924</td>
<td>24.490</td>
<td>0.842</td>
<td>0.0475</td>
<td>0.949</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABC1</td>
<td>0.924</td>
<td>24.490</td>
<td>0.842</td>
<td>0.0475</td>
<td>0.949</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

After removing one item that cannot fit the requirement of loading, the Co-creation retains a total of two variables with 8 measuring items as shown in TABLE 2. Their loadings are all around 0.9, which is much higher than 0.5. The average variance (AVE) of each factor and measurement item of the two reserved variables is at least 0.5 [33]. In this case, the convergent validity of the co-creation scale items can be confirmed.

#### 3.3.2 Brand Experience

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variablename</th>
<th>Items</th>
<th>Loadings</th>
<th>Brand Experience CFA Results</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>AVE</th>
<th>CR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SE1</td>
<td>0.873</td>
<td>4.1910</td>
<td>0.842</td>
<td>0.0475</td>
<td>0.949</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SE2</td>
<td>0.934</td>
<td>4.1910</td>
<td>0.842</td>
<td>0.0475</td>
<td>0.949</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SE3</td>
<td>0.907</td>
<td>4.1910</td>
<td>0.842</td>
<td>0.0475</td>
<td>0.949</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AE1</td>
<td>0.879</td>
<td>4.1910</td>
<td>0.842</td>
<td>0.0475</td>
<td>0.949</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AE2</td>
<td>0.916</td>
<td>4.1910</td>
<td>0.842</td>
<td>0.0475</td>
<td>0.949</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AE3</td>
<td>0.907</td>
<td>4.1910</td>
<td>0.842</td>
<td>0.0475</td>
<td>0.949</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TE1</td>
<td>0.865</td>
<td>4.1910</td>
<td>0.842</td>
<td>0.0475</td>
<td>0.949</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TE2</td>
<td>0.897</td>
<td>4.1910</td>
<td>0.842</td>
<td>0.0475</td>
<td>0.949</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BE1</td>
<td>0.882</td>
<td>4.1910</td>
<td>0.842</td>
<td>0.0475</td>
<td>0.949</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BE2</td>
<td>0.934</td>
<td>4.1910</td>
<td>0.842</td>
<td>0.0475</td>
<td>0.949</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BE3</td>
<td>0.916</td>
<td>4.1910</td>
<td>0.842</td>
<td>0.0475</td>
<td>0.949</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Brand Experience CFA Results

---
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**Table 2. Co-Creation CFA Results**

**Table 3. Brand Experience CFA Results**
3.4.1 H1-H6 Test

The convergent validity of the brand experience is confirmed as the loadings of measuring items are all around 0.9, much more than 0.5 as shown in TABLE 3. There is no need to remove any item. The average variance (AVE) of each factor and measurement item of two reserved variables is at least 0.5 as shown in TABLE 4.

3.3.3 Brand Commitment

3.4 Hypothesis Test

3.4.1 H1-H6 Test

Regression Analysis Results

This study conducts regression analysis through SPSS as shown in TABLE 6. The hypothesis la attempts to conclude that the SBC and SVC positively affect SE. In order to examine that, researchers input SBC mean and SVC mean as independent variables, and input the SE mean as a dependent variable. The calculated results show SBC and SVC have a significant influence on SE, and the H1a is valid ($\beta = 0.548$, $t$ value $= 6.491$, $P$ value $< 0.001$). Next, the same procedure was repeated for 29 times. The results indicate that H1-H6 are all valid.

After removing two items that cannot fit the requirement of loading, the brand commitment retains a total of two variables with 8 measurement items as shown in TABLE 5. Their loadings are all around 0.8, which is much higher than 0.5. The average variance extracted (AVE) of each factor and measurement item of the two reserved variables is at least 0.5 [33]. In this case, the convergent validity of the brand commitment scale items can be confirmed.

3.4.2 H7-H9 Test

Regression Analysis Results

In order to examine the relationship among COR, SUB, and OE, this study uses AMOS to do a Structural
Equations Modeling (SEM) as shown in Figure 2. The chi-square/df 2.758, p-value 0.000, goodness of fit index (GFI) 0.817, comparative fit index (CFI) 0.941, RMSEA 0.088, normed fit index (NFI) 0.911, and incremental fit index (IFI) 0.941, sufficiently indicate that the hypotheses of the model are quite consistent with the sample [32]. Therefore, it indicates that H7, H8, H9 are valid.

4 Results and Discussion

This study adopts two popular games of Tencent’s, Honor of Kings and League of Legends as samples to verify that participating in virtual community and brand co-creation has a significant positive impact on user experience. The good user experience could indirectly improve the users’ commitment to the corporation through the mediation role of sub-brand brand commitment.

From H1 to H5, the standard estimation of AE and TE are higher than SE, BE, and RE. It shows that when customers are participating in brand co-creation and virtual brand community, the customers’ affective experience and thinking experience are easily improved. In all hypothesis verifications, the standard estimation of SE is always lower than BE, AE, TE, RE’s, which shows that regardless of the type of brand co-creation and virtual brand community, the customers’ sensory experience is the most difficult to be improved. The overall standard estimation of the pair of H3 and H4 is the highest. The research questions are higher than that of H1 and H2, indicating that the autonomous virtual brand community is easier to improve the user experience than the sponsored virtual brand community. In addition, ABC * AVC has a higher standard estimation for OE than ABC * SVC. It means that participating in both autonomous virtual brand community and autonomous brand co-creation is easier to improve the user experience than participating in both autonomous virtual brand community and sponsored brand co-creation. Comparing with H1-H4, the standard estimations of H8 and H9 are lower, which means participating in two communities at the same time will not promote the user experience, but to a certain extent will reduce the overall experience. Comparing H5 and H6, the overall standard estimation of H6 is higher than that of H5. This demonstrates that when participating in both communities, customers who are participating in autonomous brand co-creation still have better experience than sponsored brand co-creation. The standard estimation of BBC * AVC to RE is much greater than that of BBC * SVC indicating that the autonomous brand co-creation can improve the relational experience. Moreover, the autonomous brand co-creation and autonomous virtual brand community can better improve the customers’ relational experience. From H1 to H6, the overall standard estimation of H4 is the greatest. This means that the customers who are participating in the autonomous virtual brand community and autonomous brand co-creation could have the best experience. In contrast, the overall standard estimation of H5 is the lowest. This means that the customers who are participating in virtual brand communities and co-creation could slightly influence the experience.

The standard estimation of OE to SUB is 0.9, indicating that the brand experience directly affects the customers’ brand commitment to the sub-brand. In other words, because of the improvement of the experience, people would have an emotional favor for the service, and produce a continuous behavior. Similarly, the standard estimation of SUB to COR is 0.92, which shows that the sub-brand brand commitment directly affects the customers’ corporate brand commitment, leading the customers to become loyal to the entire corporation. The standard estimation of OE to COR is only 0.02, indicating that there is almost no direct relationship between user experience and corporate brand commitment. In this case, sub-brand brand commitment plays the role of mediator between brand experience and corporate brand commitment.

The theoretical implications lie in it. First of all, this study expands the previous conceptual framework and adds new variables of virtual brand community type and brand commitment type. By introducing these variables, this study clarifies the interactive effect of the collaborative creation of the virtual brand community and brand. It shows that with the development of virtual economy, new variables in the virtual brand community will be found and worth studying because new technology and different national conditions will create unique individual and group behavior forms in online, offline, or even AR and VR settings. At the same time, with the extension of the sub-brand in the company, the impact on the sub-brand and corporate brand should be investigated separately. Through this study, the sub-brand brand commitment and corporate brand commitment are proved to be in the relationship of mediation. This will remind future researchers that if the above two variables are not considered to be different, the directionality of the behavioral and emotional bond between customers and brands or sub-brands will be inaccurate. Secondly, this study expands the research topics of brand co-creation and virtual brand community, focusing on the “purely virtual” setting, which means that customers purchase virtual products in virtual games, co-create with brands and other customers in the virtual brand community, and there is no physical connection or contact at any stage of consumption or co-creation. In the past, most of the researches chose customers of the brands with physical products as research subjects. With the development of AR and VR technology, the importance and malleability of the virtual economy will be further recognized and emphasized. Therefore, the setting of this study is worthy of being studied and adopted by other scholars. Thirdly, the scale of this study has been successfully developed, with high reliability and validity. It has been greatly improved compared with the previous literature, which is more suitable for the Chinese environment and virtual environment. Fourthly, the mediating effect of sub-brand brand commitment shows that through the development of sub-brand brand commitment, corporate brand commitment increases. This proves the inference that there are different effects between sub-brand brand commitment and corporate brand commitment.

The managerial implications lie in: first of all, the results of this study are particularly useful for the brand with virtual products, such as game brand. The
autonomous virtual brand community is a better place for customers to participate in the co-creation of the brand. The autonomous brand co-creation in the autonomous virtual brand community has the most influence in all brand co-creation activities. Therefore, companies should focus on stimulating customers to co-create brand in an autonomous way in autonomous virtual brand communities. At the same time, participation in both sponsored and autonomous virtual brand communities will negatively influence the brand experience of customers, but the relational experience will be higher if autonomous brand co-creation is conducted. Therefore, autonomous brand co-creation is the most influential variable, and enterprises should pay attention to this in any case. Secondly, the mediating role of sub-brand brand commitment implies that companies must pay attention to the development of sub-brand loyalty and sub-brand performance because these will eventually increase corporate brand commitment. At the same time, experiential marketing is very important for virtual products, but due to the lack of offline interaction with employees, experiential marketing for virtual products is different from traditional experiential marketing. Therefore, the virtual brand community provides a valuable channel for customers to interact with the brands. For companies, in order to increase their corporate brand commitment, it is necessary to increase customers’ participation and enthusiasm in the sub-brand community. It is clear that brand experience is essential in the whole process of virtual consumption. Through the research of this work, emotional experience and thinking experience will be greatly affected in most cases, so companies and brands need to pay attention to these two experiences.

5 Conclusion

Inquiring into the literature, this study has found out that previous studies have not focused on the interaction effects of types of brand co-creation and virtual brand community. Meanwhile, sub-brand brand commitment and corporate brand commitment are not separately discussed. Based on the analysis of literature of virtual brand community and brand co-creation, this study has investigated the effects of these two variables on brand experience, and further influence sub-brand and corporate brand commitment. This work demonstrates that customers who participate in autonomous brand co-creation in the autonomous virtual brand communities have a higher brand experience, while customers who participate in both sponsored and autonomous virtual brand communities have a relatively lower brand experience. At the same time, sub-brand brand commitment plays a mediating role between the brand experience and the corporate brand commitment. Future research can be focused on the following directions. Firstly, future research could be further focused on the demographic variables so that it can improve managerial contributions to the practitioners. Secondly, future research could extend the subject and setting of other industries and other countries, so the validity of the model can be further improved. Moreover, future researches could try to investigate the differences between brands with physical products and virtual products, even extending to brands with virtual service and offline service. Lastly, future researchers could investigate the different effects of prospective types of virtual brand community, such as third-party-hosted brand community. In addition, researchers could investigate creativity and innovation in the process of brand co-creation in virtual brand communities, which would be full of theoretical and managerial contributions.
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